STEM in Schools
Harlow Programmes
During the early 1990s, Nortel’s work with schools local
to the labs became more formalised with the
appointment of Peter Gould as the first Education
Manager, working within Ian Lee’s marketing
department. Although Peter’s remit covered all aspects
of schools liaison, it was natural to focus on subjects
that matched the core purpose of the company and the
skills and interests of most of the staff working at the
labs – Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths
(STEM).
Over the course of a decade many initiatives were
embarked upon, none more successful than the annual
Delights of Science and Technology event that brought
together local businesses and schools to deliver a week
of workshops for local school children.
The annual ‘Delights’ week, and its sister event Diddy
Delights, were such a success that the organisers
started to think about the possibility of a permanent
venue in Harlow in which to run STEM activities. In
2000, work started in earnest on the idea – Nortel
collaborating with GSK, Harlow Council, Harlow College
and Essex County Council. They called it Science Alive
(SA).
It would take until 2004 before a suitable (and
affordable) location could be found, which was in the
planned Leisurezone sports centre. By this time, most of
the people at the labs who had been directly involved
with ‘Delights’ had left Nortel. However, Chris Greenhill
had remained on the SA steering group after leaving
and, when it was established as a company and
registered charity that year, he and David Adlington
(representing Nortel) were among the founding board
members. Jayne Foster would later become CEO, with
Peter Sutton delivering SA activities in schools.
Since leaving the labs, David has remained a SA trustee
and both Jayne and Peter have continued to be active
in schools, supporting the STEM curriculum via their
professional roles working with STEMNET.
The intervening time between establishing the charity
and finally moving into Leisurezone in 2010 was not
wasted and many events and activities were held in
schools and elsewhere. These were often delivered with
the help of ex-colleagues from the labs. Vi Maile was
instrumental in mobilising this team and was a regular
and committed contributor herself.
Many people from the labs have played a part in
encouraging and inspiring young people to enjoy
science and engineering, volunteering their time both
whilst employees and after they had left the labs. Rather
than risk unintentionally omitting anyone, we have
restricted mentions to those who have offered content
for these displays, which are intended to give a flavour
of STEM in schools activity.

STEM in Schools
STEM Activities
Under the direction of Peter Gould, a number of Nortel
engineers, including Alan Penn, were involved in
introducing STEM principles to students from
Leventhorpe School, leading to their developing a
product for presentation in a national competition.
A suspension bridge and
an arch bridge made of
paper, which were the
outputs from a workshop
for Yr5 and Yr6 pupils
using a Science Alive
activity kit

After leaving the labs, Alan became a Science and
Engineering Ambassador (now a STEM Ambassador)
and helped run a science club at a local school. There,
he became one of the leaders in a week-long initiative,
Insight into Industry, run by the school.
In past years, after being the “Scientist” assigned to a
science club in a Harlow School run by Science Alive,
Alan and his wife continued to run it, covering topics
embracing: forces; pressure and physiology; centre of
gravity; chemical indicators (not using litmus); murder
solving using chromatography; and encryption based
on Enigma.

Learning about hydraulics
by making a fruit press and
using a Science Alive robot
arm to hold a cup

In addition to working in schools, Alan has also taken
part in workshops in Harlow and outreach work at
Duxford for Science Alive.
Alan’s top tips






This is a simple code wheel that uses
the Enigma character set
(which is just the 26 letters of the alphabet).
The workshop created involved its construction
from a template produced in PowerPoint and
printed on thin cardboard and teams of children
developing code words to generate and decode
encrypted messages.





Running workshops and activities should not be a
lecture but a combination of teamwork and role play.
You are the customer sometimes and the consultant
other times, but they solve the problems not you.
If the design is not acceptable, that's OK; nobody
loses because mistakes are the best teachers
There should ALWAYS be a debrief (What could you
have done better?)
There should ALWAYS be a lesson (what have you
learnt? e.g. tension, compression, force stress,
moment).

STEM in Schools
STEM Activities
‘Delights’, and other projects like it, gave many labs’
engineers (and others!) a first taste of working with
children to pass on their enthusiasm for engineering
and science.
The experience has been sufficiently positive for several
ex-colleagues to have continued working with schools in
their Lives after the Labs. Three have shared they
experiences for this display.
Stan Allen and Martin Chown have been running a
weekly morning science club with two Harlow primary
schools and, in addition, provided occasional special
half- or full-day events at various schools.
Recognising that the high tech toys and gadgets
children often have today may not promote interest and
curiosity in STEM subjects, they stick with simple hands
-on experiments that provide the opportunity to
understand what is going on behind the scenes.

The aim is to show that “real” science can be fun, and to
try to get them to look around and wonder.
The challenge is to get them to think about what they
have observed.
Some examples of over 100 activities:

Buoyancy; magnetism; electricity; air pressure;
weighing and measuring very small things;
viscosity; heat conduction; leverage (with block and
tackle); red cabbage water to detect acids and
bases; filtering dirty water; surface tension and
water boatmen; random walk; butterflies; how wind
and string musical instruments work; wind energy;
Anderson Shelters; gas-mask and other WWII
inventions; home-made magnetic relay; measuring
lung capacity … and (at time of Philae landing)
make-your-own-comet out of mud and ice.

A histogram built up from simple
dice throwing

Lifting a weight by wind power

How much does a grain of rice weigh?
“Nothing!” said the children

Stan helping children do clever things
with the ever-useful plastic bottles

A magnet moving near a coil
generates electricity

STEM in Schools
National Programmes
In addition to the community relations activities
undertaken with schools local to the labs, Nortel also
sponsored STEM in schools, both as part of its
corporate social responsibility activities and to stimulate
the growth of future engineers in the UK. Led by Ian
Vance, the company became a sponsor for Young
Engineers, the schools programme of a national charity
– the Association for Schools' Science, Engineering and
Technology (ASSET).
When, in 1999, it became clear that ASSET was about
to close, the major sponsors decided that Young
Engineers was too good an activity to let die and
established a new charity also called Young Engineers.
Chris Greenhill, along with representatives from BT,
BAA, Lloyd’s Register and the Royal Navy, became a
founding trustee. Chris remained on the board for
fourteen years, retiring from it in 2014.
Over the years Young Engineers has delivered a wide
variety of activities including: a network of after-school
STEM clubs; national competitions and a range of
engineering challenges that have helped to inspire over
one million young people.
Today the charity continues to enthuse the engineers
of tomorrow through its programmes and to recognise
excellence through the Young Engineer awards
presented at the annual Big Bang event.

www.youngeng.org.uk

After retiring from Racal in 2000, Peter Blair joined the
board of two national STEM charities – Smallpeice Trust
and the Arkwright Scholarship Trust. After sixteen years,
Peter retired from their boards in September 2016

